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ABSTRACT
Monitoring of the hydro-regime environment near large reservoirs has great

significance for providing their stability, reliability of the relating to them water-engineering
constructions, and also for the ecological protection. If the surface drain waters from reservoir
and the expiration from it are determining without difficulties, then the determination of
filtration into the underlying rocks and back presents great difficulties because of their
insufficient accessibility for the appropriate measurements. For the last case it’s possible in
principle to accomplish this monitoring remotely by the geophysical methods, especially of
electro-magnetic and seismic survey. The advantage of geophysical methods consists in
fact in their high mobility. At their usage there is no need to carry observation of the level of
underground waters in the bore holes, whose necessary number must be very large for
obtaining of sufficient details of data about the underground waters. Besides boring a large
quantity of bore holes is relatively labor-consuming, expensive, occupying much of time,
and also is harmful to the environment. Geophysical methods here are a supplement to
classical hydrological and hydro geological ones.
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INTRODUCTION
Among the geophysical methods of

observations of the state of environment as a
whole and near large reservoirs in particular,
the experience of application of which is
accumulated as a result of the studies on the
Tajikistan’s territory, the high-precision
magnetometric methods have recommended
themselves very well1-6. Works2,3 based on the
case of the reservoir of Nurek power plant,
showed, that seasonal changes in the water
level of reservoir approximately from 220 to

270 meter are accompanied by variations in
the local terrestrial magnetic field with values
up to several nano-Tesla (nT). In the works4,5

the mechanisms of the appearance of
anomalies in variations of local terrestrial
magnetic field are studied in the vicinity of large
reservoirs. The most probable reasons for the
appearance of these anomalies are examined
for the region of Nurek reservoir:
electrokinetic, geo-piezomagnetic, electro-
magnetic induction, and the conclusions about
preferred electrokinetic nature of these
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anomalies were made. Nature of the latter is
connected with the processes of filtering the
mineralized underground waters, which
appears under the action of pressure gradients
in the adjacent rocks with a change in the level
of the reservoir mirror. In the present article
the problems of identification of the anomalies
of the local terrestrial magnetic field, caused
by changes in the hydro-regime of reservoirs
and realization of monitoring the hydro-regime
of reservoirs by virtue of the methods of high-
precision magnetic prospecting are examined
in the seismic active regions of Tajikistan.
Special attention is paid to the methods of
component high-precision geomagnetic
observations.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
There are numerous large reservoirs in

the Tajikistan both of natural and artificial origin,
for example, such, as the Sarez Lake in Pamirs
with the water volume about 17 km3 and depths
up to about 500 m, Nurek power plant reservoir
with the volume about 10,5 km3 and depths up
to about 280 m. The hydro-regime of
reservoirs, as a rule, is relaxing during the
decades adapting to the environment at the
process of their formation. At the process of
their filling the load and the moistening of the
rocks from the reservoir creates both the
smooth and spasmodic processes of the
deformation of the surrounding environment.
The latter are manifested in the form of excited
seismicity. In the course of time the steady state
interaction of reservoir with the basement rocks
is going on. For the tectonic and the seismic
active regions even after such stress relaxation
is over the environment anomalous deformation
processes is continuing. This is caused firstly
by the tectonic motions of the earth’s crust, in
particular, with the smooth and spasmodic
space mutual displacements of geoblocks, with
the propagation of deformation waves, creep
and earthquakes, secondly, by the tidal
processes, thirdly, by links between surface and
underground waters and by the corresponding

anomalies in the regime of the feeding rivers,
caused mainly by atmospheric precipitations,
by evaporations and by the regime of melting
of the glaciers, fourthly, by atmospheric,
barometric phenomena. The anomalies of the
deformations of the adjacent earth’s crust
geoblocks can be also caused by technogenic
factors, for example, by changes in the regime
of spillway at the conducting of technical and
operational works. Changes in the regular
regime of reservoir can occur, also, as a result
of exogenous processes, such as landslides and
the collapses of slopes it is coast, mudflows
from the feeding rivers, the filling in of the
bottom, colmatage or disclosure of the ground
pores7-11. Trend change in the level of reservoir
is in relations also with the problem of climate
global warming issues.
It’s assuming that with the detailed monitoring
of the hydro-regime of large reservoirs, which
has great significance for providing their
necessary stability and reliability, protection of
environment, all reasons for the appearance of
regular changes and anomalies of hydro-regime
in the operational order are known. On the basis
of the description given the model of reservoir
in the present investigation is represented in
the following form. In the regular state the
reservoir and surrounding underground waters
are stating at the dynamic equilibrium. A
quantity of water, which enters from the feeding
rivers and from atmospheric precipitations, is
equal to quantity of water, which is filtered
through the dam, evaporates from the water
surface and transient into the composition
underground waters. The region of the
moistening of surrounding species by water
from the large reservoirs as the Nurek reservoir
or the Sarez Lake, is formed as a result not
only of usual infiltration, but also by the leakage
of water into the tectonic fractural zones and
covers depths of up to several kilometers11. The
graphic scales of the moistening of species and
consequently the region of the filtering
underground waters in the basement rocks in
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the horizontal plane are determined by the
stretch of reservoirs themselves. In the course
of the previously made studies it was
established that in the regular regime the
seasonal behavior of level and volume of
reservoir positively correlate with the shifting
of the surrounding underground water levels13.
In the vicinity of Nurek reservoir the correlation
between variations in the local terrestrial
magnetic field and the level of the mirror has
been found2,3. Estimations showed that for this
region of studies the anomalous geomagnetic
variations were caused not by the loading
weight of reservoir and by the corresponding
geo-piezomagnetic effect in the underlying
rocks, but by the filtration of underground
waters, which causes in the earth’s crust the
electric currents of electrokinetic nature1,4-6.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
For the determination of anomalies in the

steady-state regime of the filtration of
underground waters, obviously, the knowledge
of averaged seasonal behavior of the level of
the mirror of reservoir, lasting trends of regional
and global scale also are necessary.
Magnetometric method in application to the
present investigations consists of the
determination of anomalies in the variations in
the local terrestrial magnetic field, caused by
the regular dynamic motion of hydro-regime
and by deviations from it. It is based on the
fact that any deviations from the steady hydro-
regime will be reflected in the appearance of
such geomagnetic anomalies. The last are
deviations from the background temporary
geomagnetic variations, for example as a result
of tectonic processes, the preparation of
earthquake reservoir in particular proved to be
in the zone of the anomalous deformations of
the earth’s crust. The disclosure of pores and
cracks will lead to the water leakage from a
reservoir, the appearance of the corresponding
anomalies in the regime of infiltration and
consequently to the anomalies in variations in
the local terrestrial magnetic field. Solving

inverse geophysical problem on the
determination of these anomalies it is possible
to establish fact of leakage from the reservoir.
Basic data for this method serves the
experience of high-precision synchronous
geomagnetic measurements at the points of the
magnetometric network of points1-6. Application
of modular proton magnetometers with the
discrete sampling interval of the measurements
10-20 minutes, subtraction of synchronous data
and averaging of differences in the daily interval
give the possibility to identify anomalies in
variations in the local terrestrial magnetic field
with the accuracy in the limits of several tenths
nT. The expected anomalies must compose
values to the first units nT and thus anomalous
variations employing this procedure are
determined on the basis of the comparison of
synchronous data, obtained in any of the
measuring points.

Alternative geomagnetic methods are
based on changes in the local electrical
conductivity of the earth’s crust, which, as is
known, are caused by changes in the degree
of the moistening of the earth’s crust during
the infiltration of water from the reservoir into
the basement rocks and flow in the opposite
direction. For the identification of such
anomalies in variations of the local terrestrial
magnetic field the methods of the “shoulders”
of Sq-variations, transfer functions and spectral
analysis of the local terrestrial magnetic field
are used1,14.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In accordance with the model with the

regular steady-state regime of filtration
accepted, in the ideal case, when reservoir and
containing medium were adapted to each other,
the decrease of the volume of water of reservoir
-Q1 is equal to the volume of the filtering water
into the enclosing rocks -Q2, and vice versa :

Q1 = Q2     (1)
Such regular interaction of waters of

reservoir and underground ones can be
observed with the aid of the bore holes in the
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vicinity of a reservoir. By means of the
electrokinetic mechanism the filtration leads to
the appearance of anomalies in variations in
the local terrestrial magnetic field. As at the
filtration regime there are periodic, seasonal
and other variations, in the variations of local
terrestrial magnetic field the periodic, seasonal
and other components will arise too. If in the
vicinity of a reservoir the tectonic processes
are taking place, then additional anomalies Q3
appear in the regime of filtration, which must
be reflected in appearance of additional
anomalies in the local terrestrial magnetic field
variations. Some additional variations in the
hydro-regime and in the corresponding to a
variation geomagnetic turn up due to the
contribution of atmospheric precipitations Q4
and evaporations Q5 :

  Q1  = Q2 ±  Q3 + Q4 + Q5     (2)
The represented scheme is confirmed

by the works2,3, in which the correlation
between the level of water of Nurek reservoir
and local variations in the terrestrial magnetic
field was found15,16 and also the tectonomagnic
effects as well coinciding in the time with the
periods of preparation of a number of
earthquakes in accordance with the known
models of seismotectonic process and
the manifestations of intermediate-term
geophysical anomalies17,18. Obviously the
filtration regimes of underground waters in the
vicinity of reservoirs can be very diverse.
Therefore the same diverse can be the
distributions of electrokinetic currents or the
piezomagnetic effects in their vicinity and in
each specific case a necessary individual
approach to the interpretation of variations in
the local terrestrial magnetic field is needed.
In general form variations in the local terrestrial
magnetic field, induction of magnetic field, are
determined with the aid of known expression.

B =  rotA
where A  is vector potential.
Let’s consider a number of the simplest

examples for different cases of the appearance

of the anomalies of the local terrestrial magnetic
field :

(1) The magnetic field of the infinite
horizontal layer, in which the electric current
flows with the surface density.

As it is well known from the
magnetostatics, the magnetic field above the
layer will be directed perpendicularly to flow
line in parallel with the layer and its module is
equal to

B =  . .i1
2 0    (3)

where 0  is the magnetic permeability of
vacuum.

For the best application of this formula
to the real conditions, under which the layer is
always limited according to the sizes and is
diverse in the form, obviously, it is necessary
to conduct measurements directly on the
surface of layer and in its middle points. This
model was successfully used in the work1 for
the proof of the appearance of anomalies in
variations in the local terrestrial magnetic field
as a result of filtering the water in the horizontal
layer with seasonal changes in the level of
Surkhob River with the amplitude about 5
meter. The maximum values of the
corresponding variations in the local terrestrial
magnetic field reached about 5 nT.

(2) In the vicinity of reservoir together
with the filtering underground waters inside the
horizontal layer the electric currents with the
surface density j radically symmetrically
spread. The radius of layer R is much more
than the linear dimensions of the reservoir.
Magnetic field at a certain distance from the
reservoir is equal to

B = J

0.

.4 r     (4)
where J is full current, equal to I=.j.R2

according the definition.
Obviously, for the larger correspondence

to reality the points of the registration of
magnetic field must be located directly on the
external earth’s surface and sufficiently far
from the reservoir. Expression (4) shows that
the variations will fall with an increase in the
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distance of observation points from the
reservoir.

(3) The vertical axle current, directed
perpendicular to the earth’s surface spreads
on this surface radial symmetrically on the
infinite horizontal layer.
      On the external surface the magnetic field
will be equal to zero because of the
compensation for magnetic pour on axial and
stratified currents – a Fitterman’s case19.
Anisotropy of anomalies in variations in
the local terrestrial magnetic field
      Inhomogeneity of geological medium
naturally leads to the heterogeneities in the
distribution of local voltages and electrokinetic
currents in situ. However, the specific
character of geomagnetic observations also
can lead to the anisotropy of space distribution
of anomalies in variations in the local terrestrial
magnetic field. As an example let’s examine
the modular geomagnetic observations. Let the
electric currents spread radial symmetrically
in the horizontal plane XOY from a certain
point joint with the origin O of the rectangular
coordinate system OXYZ. Axis X is directed
to the east, Y - to the north, Z - perpendicular
to the earth’s surface  is the azimuth of
observation point (Fig.).

Coordinate vector of the terrestrial
magnetic field let us write down in the form :

Tox = To
.cos I.sin D

Toy = To
.cos I.sin D

                   Toz  = To
.sin I  (5) 

where To is the module of the vector of
geomagnetic vector - is equal for the
coordinates of the territory of Tajikistan of
approximately 50 thousand nT, is the magnetic
dip of about 58°, is the magnetic declination of
about 4°.

If at the initial state the terrestrial
magnetic field was vector T0 , then as a result
of the contribution of field changesT the value
of field became equal to T . The angle between
vectors T0  and T proved to be equal to .
Since usually in tectonomagnetic studies the
change of the terrestrial magnetic field is much
less than the module of vector T0 , then the
angle  is small in comparison with 1.

If we compose scalar product T0 and
T, then on the basis (5) it is possible to find the
relationship between the angle of deflection and
the inclination and the declination as :
  cos  = cos I0.cos I.cos (D – D0) + sin I0.sin I   (6)

In correspondence with the law of
cosines the connection between a change in
the vector of the local terrestrial magnetic field

Fig. : The scheme of current distribution i in the horizontal plane XOY.
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and its variations will take the form 
         T =  T T  ( ) + 2 (1– cos )2 2           (7)
where  is to be determined with the aid of
expression (6).

The expression (7) shows that is always
larger than, with the exception of coaxial
vectors T0 and T .

It’s possible to represent the variations
by means of the law of cosines and
relationships (5) as

T = T T  + T.  I.  D.   0
2 + ( ) cos cos cos2  

or, taking into account smallness T

  T 
1
2 ( ) cos cos cos–2 2T . T + T.  I.  D.   0      (8)

The expression (8) shows the
dependence of variations on the azimuth, i.e.,
testifies the anisotropy character of the effect.

CONCLUSION
Researches of the conditions of detecting

the effects in variations in the vector of the
local terrestrial magnetic field in the vicinity of
large reservoirs show that because of the
smallness of these effects in comparison with
the complete vector of the terrestrial magnetic
field it is necessary to undertake special
measures for their identification. For further
increase in the sensitivity of the methods of
tectonomagnetic observations accounting for
changes in the components of the local
terrestrial magnetic field, exception of the
influence of the varied directionality of the
vectors of the local terrestrial magnetic field
and its variations, and also taking into account
the anisotropic nature of the distribution of
these variations, caused by observation
conditions are necessary.
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